The British Pub –
What Does the Future Hold?

Outline
• What will the pub landscape look like in five or ten
years time?
• Will the 'traditional' pub be able to hold its own?
• What will be the impact of growth in other on-trade
outlets like cafe-bars and casual dining premises?
• Will micropubs continue to proliferate?
• This workshop will try to peer into the future to
identify both the opportunities for and threats to
pubs in all their forms - and consider what we can
and should do about this.

Definitions
What is a pub?
A licensed premises that must be open to and
welcome the general public without requiring
membership or residency, allow free entry,
serve at least one draught beer or cider, allow
drinking without requiring food to be consumed,
have at least one indoor area not laid out for
meals, and permit drinks to be purchased in
person at a bar, without relying on table
service.

Definitions
What is a ‘traditional’ pub?
• Insert your own personal definition here …
• Ask 100 people this question and you are
likely to get many different answers
• The meaning of ‘traditional’ is strongly
influenced by personal preferences and
perceptions
• Some view the notion of ‘traditional’ pubs
as positive … and some negative

Definitions
What is the on-trade?
• CAMRA’s definition of a pub and licensed
premises defines six categories
• Pubs, Clubs, Restaurants, Hotels, Off
Licences and Other Drinking Establishments
• All these except Off Licences might be
collectively considered to define the ‘on-trade’
• … but it’s more complex than that …

Increased competition
• Increased competition in the licensed on-trade
with many new organisations opening licensed
premises.
• Existing organisations adding alcohol to their
offerings e.g. coffee bars and fast food
restaurants.
• Many ‘pub like’ operations like café bars have
enjoyed very significant and rapid growth.
• Strongly suggests that they are meeting a market
demand, and will continue to grow in numbers.
• … and then there are micropubs …

The ‘on trade’ landscape
Let’s look at each of the following …
… and explore how ‘pubby’ each one is … or
could be …
• Micropubs
• Café Bars
• Casual dining restaurants
• Fast food restaurants
• Coffee bars
• Popup street feasts

Micropubs
• Some question if micropubs are actually ‘proper’ pubs …
… but that’s a matter of perception and personal preference
• Based on CAMRA’s definition, which aims to be objective and
evidence based, micropubs are definitely pubs
• Most do not offer a wide food offering, but most offer a variety
of quality bar snacks, with better choice than most traditional
wet led pubs
• Micropubs firmly establish themselves as good pubs by:
– A focus on quality and choice for the food and drink that
are offered
– Being places for conversation and social interactions
Mini-poll: Are micropubs a ‘good thing’ that should be
encouraged and promoted (y/n)?
All micropubs or just some (a/s)?

Café Bars
• Most Café Bars qualify as pubs under CAMRA’s definition
• Some Café Bars qualify more than others … and some are
definitely community pubs
– Organising community events like quiz nights and live music
– Providing games and other forms of community and group
entertainment

• Many Café Bars are important replacements for failed
traditional pubs
• Many Café Bars run by pub companies to a well defined
‘brand’
and many are run by independent operators often with flair
and originality.

Café Bars – case study (1)
• Malton, North Yorks – a traditional market town with many
traditional pubs, especially around the Market Place
• Some years ago two of the traditional wet led pubs closed …
pubs that had only offered Black Sheep and Theakston's
• In response two Café Bars on the Market Square started
offering real ale from local small breweries to fill the gap …
• The pub companies that owned the traditional pubs sold the
pubs to new operators …
… who relaunched the pubs offering an improved offering
focused on quality and choice …
• It seems that Café Bars can be a positive catalyst for change?

Café Bars – case study (1)
Yard, Malton … before

Yard, Malton … after

Café Bars – case study (2)
• Loungers … a Bristol-based cafe/bar group … “a chain of
informal, neighbourhood all-day café bars” … started in 2002
… after investment in 2012 grew to 50 sites by 2014 … and
100 sites in Apandshaw@gmail.comril 2017
• They have live music nights … quiz nights … and “board
games” … but they currently do not offer real ale.

Mini-Poll: Should we actively promote café bars (y/n)?
All café bars or just some café bars (a/s)?

Casual dining restaurants
• Serve moderately priced food in a casual atmosphere.
• Examples in UK include Café Rouge, Chiquito, Frankie &
Benny's and Harvester.
• Some are a table service operation … some offer a drink only
service … some allow service at the bar … so there are many
variations … even within a given chain.
• On WhatPub: Café Rouge (17), Chiquito (11), Frankie &
Benny's (41) and Harvester (79) … mostly entered as pubs …
many Harvester ‘pubs’ sell real ale.
Mini-Poll: Should we actively promote casual dining
restaurants (y/n)? All or some (a/s)?
Should we encourage casual dining restaurants to become
more ‘pub like’ (y/n)?

Fast food restaurants
• Burger King announced in March 2016 that they will offer
beer …
• “plastic bottles of American beer” … “one beer per adult,
not sell alcohol after 9pm, and not allow drink to be taken
outside”
• Initially an experiment … but if judged a success …
“where one leads … others will follow”
Mini-Poll: Should we actively promote fast food restaurants
which sell beer (y/n)?
Could a fast food restaurant selling beer be encouraged to
become more ‘pub like’ (y/n)?

Coffee bars
• Starbucks said in 2014 it planned to expand alcohol to
"thousands" of stores.
• Now, it says it will integrate beer and wine into its higher-end
retail formats, such as Reserve and Roastery stores.
• “When my 18 year old daughter and her friends celebrated
the end of their A-level exams, they went to a Starbucks”
• Coffee shops are evolving and they appeal to a younger
generation who may not drink alcohol.
• Independent coffee shops often have the casual appearance
and function of a community hub.
• Formally branded coffee bars like Costa and Starbucks are
likely to remain as coffee bars
• Independent coffee bars could evolve and take on the
characteristics of community social places

Popup street feasts
“London Union turns underused and derelict corners of the city
into vibrant street food markets. We bring communities together,
create employment and provide opportunities for new food
entrepreneurs to establish themselves without requiring large
amounts of capital.”
The concept includes
food … and drink
including beer … and is
likely to evolve to
include entertainment.
Seating is typically
benches and communal
tables. The atmosphere
has the feel of a pub.

The Vision for Pubs
• CAMRA’s definition of a pub is a means to classify
licensed premises …
… in an objective and evidence based manner …
… so that we can all talk the same language …
even if we have different subjective views and
personal preferences.
• The vision for pubs extends the definition to
capture the essence of pub-ness …
… the key characteristics of a good pub …
… based on market research of what pub-goers in
general what from pubs

The Vision for Pubs
• What can we learn from the future
landscape of the on-trade?
• What segments of this future are part of
our vision for pubs, which are not, and
which could be?
• You cannot judge a book by its cover …
beauty is only skin deep …
if it walks like a duck and it quacks, then it
might not necessarily be a duck!

The Vision for Pubs
Pub-goers are looking for four qualities:
• Great Customer Service
• Quality in Everything on Offer
• Choice and Variety
• Community Connection

The Vision for Pubs
Which of the following could embrace the
four elements of our vision, and to what
degree?
• Micropubs
• Café Bars
• Casual dining restaurants
• Fast food restaurants
• Coffee bars
• Popup street feasts
Discuss!!!

The Vision for Pubs
Do ‘traditional’ pubs embrace the four elements of
our vision?
• What about wet led, back street corner pubs, that offer
one real ale, and crisps as the only food option?
• Should ‘traditional’ pubs be encouraged to adapt?
• Would the essential character of a ‘proper’ pub be
totally destroyed if it started to offer tea and decent
coffee?
• What changes to 'traditional' pubs would be good, and
what changes would be bad?
• Is ‘do nothing’ an option for 'traditional' pubs?
Discuss!!!

Revitalisation Project Proposal
CAMRA should seek to improve the range
and quality of beer available in all on-trade
venues and encourage the provision of highquality real ale (and/or cider and perry)
Mini-Poll: Who agrees with this proposal?
Who believes this can be achieved?
This proposal is based on the evidence that
the majority of members surveyed agreed
with this future policy

Real ale in on-trade venues
• How might we encourage more on-trade venues to
sell real ale?
• By showing them in WhatPub and highlighting
which do not sell real ale?
– When this was proposed, the majority of active
members who as volunteers are engaged in
maintaining WhatPub were strongly opposed to this.

• By promoting our Vision for Pubs to pub
companies and highlighting ‘quality and choice of
beer’?
– Without clear evidence of consumer demand, is it
likely that pub companies would change their policy?

Real ale in on-trade venues
• When WhatPub was launched in Sep 2013,
75% of all known pubs sold real ale.
• In April 2017, 75% of all known pubs sold real
ale.
• WhatPub is designed to make pubs (and
clubs) which do not sell real ale, essentially
invisible.
• By making non-real pubs invisible, have we
discouraged those pubs from starting to sell
real ale?

Real ale in all on-trade venues
Mini-Poll:
Which of the following is more important?
1. For more pubs and other on-trade venues to sell
real ale?
2. For those pubs that already sell real ale to
improve the quality and choice?
What is good choice?
• Is a single national branded real ale like Sharps’
Doom Bar or Greene King IPA good choice?
• Is a single regular real ale from a local brewery
good choice?

Revised Proposal?
• Should CAMRA seek to improve the range
and quality of beer available:
1. in all on-trade venues?
2. in some on-trade venues?
• Should CAMRA encourage the provision of
high-quality real ale (and/or cider and perry)?
1. in all on-trade venues?
2. in some on-trade venues?
• How could we achieve these objectives?
Discuss!!

